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Welcome 

 

Thank you for downloading this professional services white paper.  It 

summarises the six key things that you need to consider when implementing 

enterprise applications.  Whilst we have focussed on enterprise level systems, 

the same principles apply to almost any business software that affects a large 

number of users across the organisation. 

In the pages that follow, you will find details of six key things that we find 

business overlook or don’t consider highly enough when they are implementing 

systems. 

We encourage you to share this white paper with your colleagues. 

By considering these six areas when you are implementing enterprise level 

systems it could save you a lot of time and a lot of money. 

We hope that you find the content useful. 

 

 

 

Jackie O’Dowd 

Realising-Potential  

Phone: 61 8 94183239 

Web: www.realisingpotential.com.au 

Email info@realisingpotential.com.au 

  

  

http://www.realisingpotential.com.au/
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Consideration 1 - Not all enterprise systems 

are equal. Make sure you select and 

implement the one that will suit your 

business. 
 

The term “enterprise application” describes integrated, scalable applications that 

support large transaction volumes, business processes, workflow and 

operational reporting.  They usually form the core of transaction processing and 

are responsible for managing key information.  These types of systems typically 

comprise enterprise resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship 

Management (CRM), Procurement Portals, Asset & Plant Maintenance systems 

etc. 

Enterprise applications are typically classed by tier i.e. tier 1 = SAP, Oracle, tier 2 

= IFS, HR3, Dynamics AX.  They have varying levels of functionality and 

integration.  This is where you need to be very clear about your requirements 

and the fit of the application for your organisation.  If you select an application 

that doesn’t fit your businesses requirements it can be a very expensive mistake.  

As enterprise level applications are such a major investment it is worth spending 

money to go through a robust requirements definition and selection process. 

There are a number of on-line tools that supposedly help you get a short list of 

suitable applications after entering your major requirements.  It is has been our 

experience that when applications are selected on this basis, it can lead to a 

world of unnecessary pain and frustration.  You need to clearly define your 

requirements and assess available options.   

We find businesses have a tendency to generalise their requirements, the 

challenge is to define requirements at a level of detail that they can be 

adequately tested against the functionality of the software.  An objective, vendor 

and application neutral industry expert can be useful in guiding you through the 

requirements definition and selection process.  They can ensure that you get an 

application that is fit for purpose and your business. 
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There are more costs associated with an enterprise application than just the 

software itself.  You need to consider infrastructure or hosting costs, integration 

to other applications, support and any modification cost.   

If you define your requirements up front and identify the cost base you will 

minimise any surprises and minimise project risk. 
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Consideration 2 – Understand your 

Business and Enterprise Architecture. 
 

This may sound like common sense.  Often, organisations rush the process of 

selecting and purchasing a new enterprise application without any thought to 

how it needs to integrate with existing applications, fit into an existing systems 

architecture and how existing operational processes will be impacted. 

The best way to make sure you have a clear understanding of your business and 

enterprise architecture is to follow a logical process, similar to the steps below. 

 

1. Clearly document the current state enterprise architecture – 

infrastructure, communications, networks, security, technologies, 

organisational capability and applications used. 

2. Document current reporting and decision support processes. 

3. Review and document your current business processes and capability to 

ensure that the application can support what you need. 

4. Understand your organisational strategy and how it will be achieved. 

5. Ensure that compliance and regulation requirements are documented 

and can be supported by all enterprise level applications in use within the 

business. 

6. Document governance and security conditions and requirements. 

Item 5 is particularly relevant given the new GDPR and Australian Mandatory 

Breach Reporting requirements. 

Whilst an immediate problem may be the key driver for acquiring a new 

enterprise system, you need to imagine where the business will be in two or 

three years’ time.  What are the industry disruptors that will impact your 

business and the business applications you use?  What will be the distinguishing 

characteristics of your management system once the system is implemented? 

With these things clearly defined, your decision could be different to a decision 

based solely on solving an immediate problem. 
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Consideration 3 – Project Management 
 

Experience matters when it comes to managing the implementation of an 

enterprise level application.  The use of internal staff works well if they have 

extensive experience in managing these types of implementations; and they 

have the time available to ensure the project is completed on time and budget 

with a high level of quality. 

If you do not have internal expertise, the use of a suitably qualified consultant 

has a number of advantages.  

 They have experience in how these projects need to be structured.  You 

can leverage this experience. 

 An external consultant can steer clear of internal company politics and 

focus solely on the project. 

 There are no other priority conflicts – a dedicated external project 

manager ensures the job gets done. 

 They understand integration and how to align operational processes and 

maximise workflow efficiency. 

 

Appointing an internal resource as Project Manager is often seen as the best or 

most cost effective option, but often it is not due to: 

 Inexperience in implementing these types of systems. 

 Lack of knowledge on the impact of financial and operational transaction 

postings. 

 Lack of knowledge on activity sequencing and priorities. 

 Conflicting workload priorities. 

 Conflicting instruction from business activity managers. 

 Inadequate vendor management experience. 
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Consideration 4 – User Acceptance Testing 
 

Acceptance testing is the process used to determine whether an application 

meets the defined requirements and is delivered in accordance with any 

contractual conditions.   There are different types of acceptance testing 

depending on the application being implemented.  The amount of testing to be 

completed will depend on the size and complexity of the organisation and the 

business processes the new application is supporting. 

Acceptance tests are important because: 

 They define whether the application provided by the supplier meet the 

contract requirements agreed too. 

 The consequences of failing to pass an acceptance test means the 

application is not functioning as required and can impact other project 

activities. 

 Acceptance usually triggers further action such as data conversion and go-

live activities. 

 It provides a process for determining what is associated with the successful 

delivery of the application. 

 

Given the enterprise application is an important enabler for the business it makes 

sense to ensure you get the best possible solution for your business. 

The best ways to ensure you have a robust User Acceptance Testing process is to: 

 Determine what processes need to be tested and to what level of detail. 

 Prepare detailed test scripts. 

 Assign responsibility for completing the tests. 

 Assign responsibility for creating and managing test data. 

 Create a testing schedule. 

 Assign responsibility for validating tests have been completed correctly. 

Everyone involved in the testing process must have an understanding of how the 

system is to be tested and the consequences of poor or inadequate testing. 
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Consideration 5 – Transitioning from the 

old to the new 
 

The introduction of a new enterprise system quite often involves new ways of 

doing things and provides an opportunity to improve effectiveness and efficiency. 

All business activities impacted by the system change should be involved in 

reviewing operational processes to determine if the system can help streamline 

workflow and remove complexity. 

Transition management or change management as it is often termed, outlines an 

approach for managing the change and provides instructions, guidelines and 

tools for understanding what will change.  The development of a transition plan 

will assist with: 

 Communicating what will change and when. 

 How the change will be communicated throughout the organisation. 

 Identifying what specific business processes will change. 

 Stakeholder management. 

Ideally, the transition team will be made up of people from the business areas 

impacted by the new enterprise application, who are either subject matter experts 

or influencers. 

You need to understand: 

 The impact of any structural or reporting line change. 

 Roles and responsibilities. 

 Required behavioural change. 

 The impact of policy change. 

 The impact of any change on customers, suppliers and broader business 

systems. 
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Consideration 6 – Driving Business Benefits 
 

There are four types of benefits that you can drive from your enterprise 

business systems: 

 Those that help you run your business. 

 Those that help you grow your business, and 

 Those that help you transform your business. 

 Those that differentiate your business. 

 

Know what benefits you are looking to realise and ensure that the 

implementation plan includes how they will be delivered and how you are going 

to measure them. 
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